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Curate’s Column – May

Dear All

Do we understand?

I

once fell into the trap of saying ‘yes’ when I meant to say ‘I understand’, so my ‘yes’ was taken as
an agreement, which was not what I intended. So I now say, ‘I understand’ but the truth is I don’t
always understand even when I think I do. Am I making sense?

Take Easter, for instance. We have just had our Palm Sunday celebrations reminding us how all the
people were full of joy and welcomed their ‘deliverer’ only to have Him crucified within the week. I
know the story. I have read it may times. I tell my self I understand it. I even preach about it but do I
really understand what was going on, just look at one part of the story for a moment, a part that some
people may think of as a bit of a side issue. I refer to Jesus washing the disciple’s feet. At the end of the
story Jesus says to his disciples ‘do you understand what I have just done to you?’ Well yes because
you, Jesus, have done this most menial of tasks (and you have to remember that the streets in those days
were probably running sewers) how much more should I wash other people’s feet? That’s right! but just
look at the story again. Jesus washed all the disciples’ feet and that would have included Judas’s feet
even when He knew that he was going to betray Him! This was unconditional love.
The story of Easter is God loves you unconditionally.
God loves you unconditionally not because you are successful though you may be, God loves you
unconditionally not because you are good looking even though you are, God loves you unconditionally
not because you are clever even though you pass exams.
God and Jesus simply love you.
It is difficult to understand a God who washes your feet, a God who has the flesh ripped off His
back by a roman scourging, a God who was willingly crucified just for you because He loves you, but
it’s true. We cannot do any thing to make Him love us more or any thing to make Him love us less.
What ever we do Jesus loves us I don’t understand it but, boy, am I gad it’s true.
As you read this, Easter will have come and gone but I still want to wish you a happy Easter and
may all it means be with you not just during the Easter period but throughout the whole of your lives.

David Jenkins, Curate
Hambledon and Busbridge
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CHURCH CALENDAR
May 2014
4th
3rd Sunday of Easter

9.30 am
Holy Communion (BCP)
11.00 am
Messy Church
_________________________________________________________

11th
4th Sunday of Easter

9.30 am
Morning Prayer (BCP)
11.00 am
Holy Communion
_________________________________________________________

17th
Saturday

8:30am

18th
5th Sunday of Easter
22nd
Thursday
25th
6th Sunday of Easter
29th
Thursday

10.00 am

6.30 pm

A

_________________________________________________________
9.30 am
Holy Communion (BCP)
11.00 am
Morning Worship
_________________________________________________________
11:45am
Carpenters’ Company Church Service
at Hambledon Church
_________________________________________________________
9:30am
Morning Prayer (BCP)
11:00
Morning Prayer
_________________________________________________________
7:30pm
Churches Together in Godalming Ascension Day
Service at Hambledon Church, followed by Bring & Share meal.
_________________________________________________________

And in June
1st
7th Sunday of Easter

8.30 am

Hambledon Church Prayer Breakfast

9.30 am
Holy Communion (BCP)
11.00 am
All Age Service
_________________________________________________________

Services at St. John’s, Busbridge
1st & 3rd Sundays
Morning Prayer
2nd & 4th Sundays
Holy Communion
Every Sunday
“Classic” service in Church
“Contemporary” service in Busbridge Junior School
Groups for children of all ages in various locations –
turn up and ask!
Benefice Evening Worship

religious faith may be the answer to dealing
with stress in the workplace. It provides a
‘’buffer against strains” of modern life. Employees
who are religious are more likely to report low levels
of anxiety, depression and fatigue and are more
likely to report a sense that their lives have meaning. They explain that attending religious services
connects them to a ‘higher being’, and makes them
feel better about themselves.
Such are the findings to a recent survey car-

ried out by a senior psychologist at the Health and
Safety Laboratory in Stockport. Dr Roxanne Gervais
says: “As the pace of work and life accelerates, people long for meaning. My research shows that religiosity in the workplace may act as a resource, making people more resilient to cope with the many
challenges of working life.
“Such personal beliefs could be very helpful
not only for employees but also for employers, providing people with a buffer zone.”
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PARISH & PEOPLE

M

any congratulations to Matthew and Aine
Proffitt on the birth of their son, Patrick, a first
grandchild for Michael and Mary. Congratulations also
to Steve and Sophie Turner on the birth of their son
Henry; a brother for Chloe and grandson to Chris and
Sylvia Harrison.
Chris Gurley celebrates her 90th birthday this month
month and Joan Elliott her 99th. To both of these
much-loved ladies, we send greetings from Hambledon friends and neighbours. Joan is still a resident at
Milford Hospital where we trust she is enjoying their
lovely rural aspect at this special time of year.
Some of our Hambledon long-term residents are planning a move. We shall miss them for all they have
done in contributing to village life. To our more recent
arrivals, some of whom came to the Parish Assembly,
we extend a warm welcome.
And, talking of moves, we hear that Lorna Roberts,
who returned to the bright lights of London after

spending some years in the village at Hambledon Park,
has settled into a lovely flat in Manor Fields, Putney, a
development that has much the feel of an Ivy League
campus about it. Fashionable Putney will be just the
location from which Lorna can pursue her love of
theatre, galleries and the cosmopolitan delights of the
capital. Hambledon sends its warmest greetings.
The Hinde family are poised to return to Hambledon
from Hong Kong where they have been living and
working for the past few years. Friends and neighbours
in the village will be pleased to welcome them back.
Meanwhile, The Trustees of the Hambledon
(Surrey) Almshouses are pleased to report that progress with the refurbishment of vacant almshouse is
proceeding well and it is hoped that the work will be
completed during May. The trustess are therefore inviting anyone who would like to be considered as a
resident to apply by completing an application form,
further details of which are given in the formal notice
on page 17.
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What we did and what we plan to do
Each year the village has an ‘assembly’ where reports from last year’s activities and plans for the
year ahead get broadcast. And there are always guest speakers – this year representatives from the
village’s electricity distributor were brave enough to attend

W

hether it was the fine weather or the lure of
the guest speakers, there was a record attendance of over 70 at this year’s Parish Assembly. The guests included Victoria Young, Hambledon’s Surrey County Councillor; Liz Cable and Adam
Taylor, who represent Hambledon at Waverley; John
Graves, Chairman of Busbridge Parish Council; Sarah
Woodcock, the newly-appointed National Trust regional curator; and a strong team from Scottish and
Southern Energy. Amongst the villagers present there
were at least four families who had responded to the
invitations to attend that had been delivered to all 26
households who had moved into the village during the
past year.
Approval of the minutes of the last Assembly
was followed by the Chairman’s annual report (see
page xx) and the previous year’s audited accounts.
The first of the representatives’ reports was from
Monica Fisher on behalf of St Dominic’s School,
which is now part of the Radius Trust. A good Ofsted
report, coupled with accreditation by the National Autistic Society, has upped the school’s profile and 72
pupils would be attending next term.
The police report, by PCSO Dave Boxall, was
equally encouraging. The crime rate in Hambledon had
reduced by half, with only seven crimes reported during the past 12 months.
Good news from Oakhurst Cottage
More good news followed from Oakhurst Cottage
with Sarah Woodcock’s report on her research into the
history of the cottage. She was keen to acquire as
much local information as possible and to this end
looked forward to meeting villagers again when she
attended the village fête. Unfortunately not all the

news from Oakhurst was good. Norman Gravestock
had to report yet another delay in starting the muchneeded building works – this time on account of the
bats that have taken up residence – and the loss of the
Gertrude Jekyll artefacts that had been an important
component of Oakhurst ever since it opened but which
had been returned to Guildford Museum.
Andy Falk was delighted to report that the refurbishment of Almshouses no. 2 was on time and substantially within budget; work was almost complete,
the vacancy was about to be advertised and a formal
opening would be held early in the summer.
Jo Jazeel, the newly-appointed manager of the
village shop, thanked everyone for having welcomed
her so warmly. Immediate plans for the shop included
streamlining and introducing some new brands and
products, with the emphasis on local and organic.
Hambledon Community Fund had had an outstanding year with Hamblerock, the Butterfly Supper
and the Night at the Opera, all organised by villagers.
These events, plus some very generous individual donations and the government’s matched funding
scheme, meant that the fund now stood at over
£118,000. During the year six beneficiaries had received grants totalling £5,515.
Arthur Blackman reported mixed fortunes for the
Cricket Club. The first XI had had its worst-ever season but the friendly XI had won eight of its 11 matches
and over 90 colts, who now had to be referred to as
“juniors”, had registered.
The Football Club’s main achievement was
completion of the pavilion, which would be formally
opened in July on completing the car park. As Mic
Coleman pointed out, more facilities mean more play-

While the parish councillors were doing a final check on their lines, overleaf . . .
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continued on page 8

ers – there had been a 50 per cent increase in the number of playing members and all the teams were doing
well in their respective divisions.
Julie Steele spoke about the Heritage Society’s
recent and very successful AGM. The next task would
be the installation of the view map on the top of Hambledon Common, at a point on the Greensand Way that
offered one of the best views over the Weald and the
South Downs. The heritage albums continued to be
added to and an increasing number of enquiries were
now being dealt with via the village web site.
John Tidmarsh reported that the Village Hall had
a new floor and that hirers were now having to pay
their own central heating costs.
A wide range of events continued to take place at
St Peter’s Church, although The Merrier Harriers had
had to substitute as a venue during the Christmas Day
power cuts, explained the Rev Catherine McBride, the
associate vicar. Catherine was pleased to report an
increase in participating numbers. However, recent
research suggested that, without nurturing, these could
have diminished substantially or even vanished in 40
years’ time, when extrapolations show there could be
only be 2,000 churchgoers in all Surrey.
Mary Burrows reported that the Hambledon
Village Trust continued to look after the village web
site and the Village Shop, which it owned together
with Pendle Cottage. Following a maintenance review,
substantial work had been carried out on both properties earlier in the year.
Traffic remained stable on the village website,
with several contributors keeping it up-to-date. With a
view to increasing their numbers, Paul Osborne was
happy to offer one-to-one training, to supplement the
on-line training that was already available. The website was also supporting the campaign to bring superfast broadband to the north of the village.
The average age of the Hambledon Ramblers
continued to increase but some newer, and younger,
members had joined and there was still plenty of support for the long and the short walks, reported Arthur
Blackman.
Age was also becoming a factor for the WAGs
and volunteers were being sought to take over from
Jan Kilsby and Julie Atkin who, after seven years at
the helm, would be giving up at the end of 2014. There
had, however, been no reduction in activities during

the past year. Visits to Elstead Mill and Loseley had
alternated with hospitality and tea at various members’
houses. Hallowe’en, Christmas and New Year celebrations had been held in the Village Hall and there had
been two talks – by Philip Underwood on his travels
through the year and by Stephanie Monk on the work
of the registry office.
Nichola Collett reported that 71 children were
currently attending Hambledon Nursery School, including a higher-than-usual complement from the village, and villagers were also to be found among the 20
members of staff. The creative development project
being undertaken in conjunction with three other
schools was serving as a hub for sharing ideas across
the county and strong links continued with St Peter’s
Church. The School, its Trustees and its staff were also
concerned to maximise the support they might be able
to give to children in Hambledon.
Hambletots continued to flourish for the very
young. Anthea Edward reported that numbers were up
and that the toy collection could now be hired for children’s parties held in the Village Hall, with a resultant
improvement in Hambletots’ cash flow.
Finally, the Parish Magazine, jointly edited by
John Hindley and Philip Ryland who, as this year’s
spokesman, was glad to say that finances remained
stable, largely thanks to the income which Tony Parker
generated from advertisements. The print run was 280
copies a month, the bulk of which were sold within the
village; and Philip especially thanked Pat Williams
and her team of distributors.
Fenced-in playground
The first question from the floor was from Ursula
Cook who wondered whether a small fenced-in playground could be provided outside the Village Shop.
The Chairman said that the Parish Council would investigate. George Pitt reminded the meeting that the
Hambledon Pedlars were about to embark on a new
season of local bike rides.
Christine Baker asked whether the Parish Council had made representations to Thames Water about
loss of water on Christmas Eve and it was confirmed
that they had. Finally, in response for an up-date about
the resurfacing of the Hambledon Road, it was reported that the team was not expected back until the
end of May due to saturation of the road’s sub-strata.

. . . the record attendance was gathering
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The chairman’s report
Before representatives told the assembly what their groups and clubs had been up to during the year,
the chairman of the parish council, John Anderson (pictured below), made a more formal report on
matters that the council had dealt with

T

he Chairman introduced his fellow Councillors,
passed on apologies from Karen Jones and
thanked Philip Underwood for agreeing to serve out
his terms of office despite his forthcoming move to
Chiddingfold. He reminded the meeting that he had
concluded his report last year by thanking everyone
for making Hambledon so special and for being
involved. This had continued – Hambledon remained a village that got things done. Then he
spoke about specific topics.
Highways Following Colin Rapley’s completion of a
county-council-approved course to enable him to
clear roadside drains and ditches, the Parish Council obtained funding under the Surrey highways localism initiative to enable Colin to carry out the
work, mainly along the Hambledon Road, under the
guidance of Mike Parry. Outside help was needed
to jet out some of the blocked pipes and culverts
and thanks were due to Victoria Young, who had
arranged some of the funding, and to Peter Knight,
who had found a site for dumping the spoil. The
Parish Council had again applied for funding under
the localism initiative to enable Colin to continue
his work and the Chairman stressed that if households whose land abutted the road were able to
keep their hedges cut and their ditches cleared this
would be a big help.
Public utilities Floods and power cuts over the winter had given rise to concerns regarding Hambledon’s infrastructure. The Parish had accordingly
had discussions with Thames Water regarding burst
water mains in Rock Hill and Lane End and their
further report was awaited. Scottish and Southern
Energy had provided an immediate response to
requests for technical information and had listened
to concerns about the all-too-frequent power cuts;
their more detailed response would follow later in
the evening.
Village success stories (some but by no means all)
The Trustees of the Hambledon Almshouses had
successfully raised sufficient funds in under two
years to refurbish and up-grade one of their two
properties. At the Village Shop grants had been
obtained to purchase a new freezer and to up-grade
the drainage system (yet more thanks to Victoria
Young) and fund-raising initiatives had included two
successful wine-tastings organised by the Henderson family and Philip Underwood. The Heritage Society had designed and commissioned and was

about to install a viewpoint on Hambledon Common. Good financial management had enabled
Hambledon Nursery School to build a new outdoor
classroom. The Football Club had completed its
new pavilion. The Hambledon Community Fund had
already exceeded its
initial
target
of
£100,000 and had
disbursed
over
£10,000 in grants.
Congratulations were
in order to everyone
involved.
Planning
The Core
Strategy, which formed
the centrepiece of the
new Waverley Local
Development Plan,
had had to be withdrawn. A replacement
was being prepared but would not be issued until
2015. In the meantime planning in Waverley remained guided by its 2002 Local Plan, supplemented by the National Planning Policy Framework.
The Parish Council had commented on the
proposals for a major housing development at Upper Tuesley Farm. It had endeavoured to get an
increased developer contribution, a proper peakhour shuttle bus service and a decent path for
walkers, with or without buggies, and cyclists from
the site to the Portsmouth Road – but with very
limited success.
Thirty planning applications in Hambledon had
been processed in 2013. Of these, three were for
Certificates of Lawfulness, 19 granted full planning
permission or allowed non-material amendments
and three were for tree-felling. Five were refused.
Finance Once again the Parish Council had budgeted for no increase in expenditure and had managed to balance the books by using some of its reserves to fund the balance of the cost of jetting out
the drains. In future, it would probably be necessary
to take on more responsibility for local works to
infrastructure and the policy might have to be reconsidered.
In conclusion, the Chairman thanked the Clerk
for her good work and the many groups in Hambledon for remaining vibrant and involving so many
people in the village.
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Cut off and cut off
It was not just the power that failed during Hambledon’s Christmas, as a team from the power
distributor acknowledged at the parish assembly

T

he five-man team was headed by Paul Gallagher, Operations Manager for the Aldershot
District. He was accompanied by one of his
deputies, Paul Towsey; two members of the treecutting team, James Flood and Russell Turner; and
Matt Yates, a project manager from the Network Services team. The past few months had seen substantial
changes in SSE’s staff structure, to the extent that Paul
Gallagher had only been in post for two weeks and
Paul Towsey for one, so they apologised in advance if
they were not as up to speed as might otherwise have
been the case.
They emphasised that the Christmas and February’s storms had been exceptional – but that that was
no excuse for what everyone agreed had been failures
of communications with customers. Improvements in
communication were therefore being given high priority with substantial increases in the numbers of staff
working in this field.

Refurbishing worst-affected circuits
As regards improvements to the network, funds would
be diverted to refurbishing circuits that had been worst
affected by the storms, including the areas from which
Hambledon received its power (Godalming,
Haslemere, Milford). The Parish Council would be
kept informed of progress and at the appropriate time
both Paul Gallagher and Paul Towsey would be happy
to come and talk to a further meeting.
SSE staff numbers were also being increased in
tree-cutting. Overhead cables form 50 per cent of those
serving Hambledon and it was made clear that SSE
itself has no plans to put any of these lines underground. However, a four-year plan for dealing with
trees in the worst affected areas (again, including
Hambledon) was being developed and cutting back
would start in October. From now on SSE would liaise
with the Parish Council to identify trees that might
cause trouble and in persuading landowners of the
importance of granting SSE access to their land and
their trees in the interests of the wider community.
The presentations resulted in numerous questions, not all of which could be answered either because programmes were still at the development stage
or because the questions fell outside the remit of any
of the speakers. There were, however constant assurances that, in the latter case, the questions would be
put to people higher up the chain in SSE and the answers fed back. Paul Gallagher has subsequently been
reminded of this commitment. In conclusion the Chairman warmly thanked the SSE team.

Leaking news

I

n February the Parish Council sought discussions with Thames Water about the water mains
in Hambledon, in particular along Church Lane,
Rock Hill and Lane End where there had been serious bursts during the previous six months, and
about pressures in the various mains. Thames
Water has now reported back as follows:
Recent bursts
“We have repaired three burst mains recently, one
in Lane End and two in Rock Hill. These were separate leaks on an 8-inch clean main. We appreciate
when our mains burst it can cause real disruption
to the local area and can interrupt customers’ supplies and apologise for that. We have been working with Surrey County Council to ensure roads
affected are returned to an acceptable state. We
have agreed a larger area of road that shall be resurfaced following the leaks at Rock Hill. We have
investigated recent reports of further visible leaks
in the area but have not found evidence.
Water Network
“The mains around the village are relatively new.
The area around Hambledon consists of 20.3km
of distribution network. Of this, 19 per cent has
been installed since 1990, 12 per cent between
1970 and 1990, and 27 per cent was installed
before 1970 but is not Victorian. The remaining
water network is Victorian. Over the past 10 years,
any mains considered a high risk have been replaced, so we do not have plans for further replacements. However, we are reviewing the performance of water mains in the area, in particular
the recent bursts in Lane End and Rock Hill.
Water pressure
“We have checked the pressure and can confirm
that it is within acceptable levels. The pressures in
the village relate to the relative elevations of the
Hydon Ball reservoir and the village. There is an
80-metre difference in elevation, therefore there
will always be significant network pressures. Much
of the area around Guildford has variable elevations and this makes calming the pressures complex as lower pressures in Hambledon would
mean that the network would have insufficient
pressure to reach other areas.
Leakage and resilience
“We are undertaking an industry-leading trial with
our contractor, PN Daly, to find leakage. We have
increased the amount of logging equipment available and developed models to better understand
water usage in the area. Recent successes include
13 hard-to-find large leaks, including a leak on an
18-inch trunk main. By fixing these leaks we have
stopped approximately 4.5 megalitres per day of
leakage. We are also carrying out a “source-to-tap”
review of the service we provide in the area. This
will help us assess where best to invest.”
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Saturday 21st June
1.45pm

Opened with a performance by the choir from Hambledon Nursery School
Bouncy Castle

Auction & draw:
See display in tent

Bouncy Slide
Vintage Vehicle display
Fancy Dress
Children’s Sports
Dog Show
Tug of War
Face Painting

Bowling
Splat the rat,
Splat the egg,
Tombola
Bar-B-Que

Tempting stalls:
John's Bazaar,
Cake Stall,
Book Stall,
Plants and Flower Stall,
Toy Stall,
Coconut Shy,
Hoopla,
Face Painting,
Beat the Goalie,
Putting for £5,
Arts & Crafts
… and many more

Displays by:
The Church, Hambletots,
Village school, St Dominic’s,
Football Club,
Wags, Almshouses.
National Trust:
Oakhurst Cottage open free
Hambledon Heritage Society,
Surrey Ambulance Service
Hambledon Community Fund
...and more, new to Hambledon

 cream teas with music;  ice cream;  Beer, wine & Pimm’s
Proceeds distributed between Cricket Club, Football Club, Hambledon
Village Hall, St.Peter's Church and Oakhurst Cottage
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What’s happening in and around the village

Hambletots!
We are a friendly, local baby and toddler group who meet on
Wednesday mornings in Hambledon Village Hall from 10-11.30am
Hambletots will be on the 7th, 14th, 21st and 28th of May
We have toys for all ages, a baby area and we organise a craft activity for the older children.
Mums, dads and carers with children are welcome along, even if they can’t make every week.
The cost is £1 for each child under a year and £2 for each child over a year. Come and meet
other local parents, carers and children over a cup of tea or coffee.
please call Anthea Edwards 01428 684369 for more information

Coffee Morning
Tuesday 20th May, at 11am, in the Church Room
and the third Tuesday of each month
All welcome – do come More information from Jacqui Rook 01428 684390
The next Alpha course for Busbridge&Hambledon
Watch out this Spring for developments

Alpha has provided over 2 million people in the UK alone with an opportunity
to explore aspects of Christian faith and to discuss questions
in an informal and relaxed atmosphere.
Alpha is for everyone, even if you’ve been a Christian for a long time. No question is off limits and no
assumptions are made. If you’re new to Hambledon it’s also a great way to make local friends.
Please contact the Rev Catherine McBride Tel: 01483 421267
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Don’t cast that clout

A

nother month past, muses Earthworm, and
how unlike a usual April. Winter seems to
have passed us by, or has it? The May is now
in blossom and Earthworm never forgets the jingle
“Ne’er cast a clout till May be out!”
What might yet be in store? Day after day of
beautiful sunny days, meals al fresco once the early
morning frosts have thawed, have become the norm.
The nights have indeed been cold but Earthworm wonders if they have been cold enough to kill off the hibernating bugs and, perhaps more importantly, to give
those plants that need frost for germination and fruiting the coolness they require? Only time will tell.
Earthworm cannot understand why anyone might
want to leave our shores for other climes, be it the late
ski slopes or warmer shores at this time of the year.
One is surrounded by beauty. The fresh green of
emerging leaves on the trees, the lime green delicacy
of the sycamore flowers, wayside violets, primroses
and bluebells already in profusion, even the buttercups, celandine and dandelions add to the bright colourfulness of the roadside banks.
As for the birds, we are so lucky here in our
countryside to be treated, not just in early morning and

evening by an
orchestra of song, but through the day too – blackbirds
and thrushes, tits of all kinds, chaffinch and robin, and
even the rapid tapping of the woodpeckers, not to
mention the cooing of pigeon!.
As if this were not enough there have been lots
of butterflies about – red admirals that had wintered
through, fritillaries and orange tips, brimstone and
whites all busy since early in March when there was
the first burst of warm weather. Earthworm feared that
the orange tip would be short of food, feeding as it
does on cuckoo flower which was not yet out. But it
must have found other sources of food as the numbers
have increased almost daily.
A drive along Surrey lanes, or better a bicycle
ride, treats one to late magnolias and flowering cherries Already there is lilac and wisteria and the lovely
amelanchier that grows wild on and around Hydon
Ball. The brave who rise early for May Day and dance
with the merry men will have an added treat!
Earthworm’s new heap is growing in height and
hotting up! That will be a bonus if a cold snap does
come. Ever cautious, he won’t put away the winter
woollies just yet!
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22 June 2014

The Lord of The Manor Unveils Viewmap
Meet at 3pm at the top of the Common, by Cacheu’s bench,
on the Greensand Way below St. Dominic’s School

As a result of generous donations from villagers & The Merry Harriers,
St Peter’s Church, The Hambledon Community Fund & anonymous donors,
our Greensand Way Viewmap will further add to walkers’ enjoyment of
Hambledon’s environs & the beautiful views across to the South Downs.
A special Note of Appreciation to The Lord of The Manor,
to George Pitt, Julie Steele and Audrey Monk, without whose work and
generosity this project would not have been completed

Silent auction

T

he Friends of Chiddingfold Surgery endeavour to
work in partnership with the doctors and their
staff to serve all their patients as efficiently as possible and are constantly seeking to improve the services that they provide, writes Creighton Redman,
chairman of the organisation.
There are many movements restructuring NHS
at present, and The Friends are conscious that we
will have to play a fuller part in the future. We are
fortunate that we have Dr Darren Watts as a member of the new Commissioning Council and he and
his colleagues are keen to keep abreast of the
changes that are under consideration.

This will probably require The Friends to play a
fuller role in local medical affairs and thus we need
to be ready and keep our coffers as full as possible.
To do this we are ever reliant on your support.
We are again running a Silent Auction Stall at
Chiddingfold Fete on Sunday 8 June, which has
proved both popular and financially successful. You
can help in two ways:
First, by attending and bidding for the high
quality, auction items that will be on display. Second, look out any unwanted or duplicate Christmas
presents, or indeed any quality items, large or small,
that would be suitable to include in the Auction.
Please let me have them to put with others I have
already received. Our success relies on your support! For more information call 01483 200241;
email creightonthomas@btinternet.com or go to
http://friendsofchiddsurgery.org.
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It’s just driving me mad

S

o off I drive to work one morning in midMarch. It’s a bit dark and a rather thick fog has
come down, limiting visibility to about 50
yards. A couple of miles down the road – with me being very sensible and full of self-preservation, driving
slow and with head lights on – a huge 4x4 thingy
about the size of a 1950s Dennis truck comes out of
the fog in the middle of the road with no lights on. As
I swerve onto the bank to avoid this lady driver, who is
glaring at me from her vehicle as transports Jemima
and Noah on the school run, it crosses my mind that it
must be tough for any yummy mummy to manage to
reach the lights switch while simultaneously steering
the huge lump and hanging onto her mobile phone.
“Get a smaller car and use your lights, dear!” Do
they realise that we all hate them? But they do give us
a bit of a laugh when we watch them trying to reverse.
The size of a large comb
One more thing, ladies, back in the 1930 and ’40s an
invention started to appear on cars. It was yellow,
about the size of a large comb and fitted between the
front and back-seat windows. At the flick of a switch
on the dashboard or in the centre of the steering wheel,
these yellow things popped out and lit up thereby giving pedestrians and other road users an idea about
which way the driver was about to turn. These were
invented by a chap called ‘Terry Trafficator’ and soon
became known as ‘trafficators’.
These days – in case you haven’t noticed – at
each extremity of your vehicle there is a yellow light.
These are the things that superseded trafficators and
are known as ‘indicators’ – perhaps after a chap called
‘Ian Indicator’. Anyway, these little lights flash on and
off when a little stalk on the steering column is pushed

up or down, thus indicating which way a
driver plans to turn –
amazing, huh?
So, if you were the lady driver at the wheel of the
black Shogun who turned right without signalling into
Secretts on Saturday April 12 at about 1:30pm, all I
can is ‘Thank goodness for brake lights’.
Next time maybe I’ll have a go at white van man
(not you, Basher); or perhaps that new phenomenon,
‘girl racers’ – 18 years old and hurtling around in
something small and cheap; then there is ‘BMW boy’
or the dreaded cycle racers. Bah, humbug, don’t get
me started.
A merry May to you all.

Ewe should’ve been there

Eight intrepid Ramblers set off from
Bentley to walk a
circuit of seven
miles. Spring sunshine made up for
the 13 stiles and
muddy conditions.
We saw Isington
Mill, the last home of Viscount Montgomery of
Alamein, the Jenkyn Place vineyard and Pax Hill,
home of Robert Baden-Powell.
Highlights were St. Mary’s Church, Bentley,
the Anchor Inn in Lower Froyle and the intervention in a field by Tony and Helen enabling an upturned pregnant ewe to stand up. We all cheered.
More of you should join us next time. It’s always
fun!

Next Walk
Tuesday, 13 May
Leader – Roger
Meet at the Village Hall 9.00am
Short Walk
Tuesday 27 May
Meet at the Village Hall at 2.00pm
Further details from
Can I borrow a 2121-yearyear-old PE student, please?

Derek Miller, 01428 684362 (Long walk)
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Contemplating the road to Easter
For the second year running, St Peter’s Hambledon has staged a ‘Road to Easter’ as a key part of its
celebrations of Holy Week, as the associate vicar, Catherine McBride, explains

L

ast year was the first time we had held the
Road to Easter at Hambledon, when a series of
installations were placed in the church and
churchyard to help people reflect on the events of
Easter. Despite the bitterly cold weather, we were encouraged by the positive feedback of those who visited
and so we decided to run Road the Easter again this
year during Holy Week.
This time the sun
shone on us and many
came along to enjoy the
peace and tranquillity of
our beautiful church and
to take time out from all the usual busy-ness to spend
some time remembering the journey of Jesus to the
cross and resurrection and reflecting on how this might
impact our own lives.
This year we also had some special activity
sheets for children to help them engage with the various installations and get the most out of the experience. We were also able to include an inspiring and
thought-provoking exhibition of paintings by Steve
Kinder (see below). Steve is a member of one of our
Busbridge congregations and an art teacher at Prior’s
Field School.

You begin your journey along the Road to Easter
by walking along the palm-strewn path of Jesus’s entry into Jerusalem, which we remember on Palm Sunday. From there, you enter the church to re-live the last
Passover meal Jesus had with his disciples.
Then, under our ancient yew tree, you sit quietly,
keeping watch with Jesus in the Garden of Gethsemane, before finding
yourself in front of Jesus
on trial before the crowds
and Pontius Pilate.
The path down the
churchyard leads past
reminders of Peter’s denial and Jesus’s stumble beneath the weight of the cross, finally it brings you to
the three crosses of the crucifixion, standing out
against the fields. Finally, the road culminates at the
Resurrection Garden and empty tomb.
Thanks to all those who came and supported this
event throughout the week. Again, the comments and
feedback we received were overwhelmingly positive.
Thank you to all those church members who provided
cakes and served refreshments to our visitors. Many
thanks to Steve Kinder for his wonderful paintings and
a very special thank you to Roger and Gill Matthews,
Arthur Blackman and Ron Vickery, who helped make
and install the amazing installations.
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The photographs: previous page (left) one of
Steve Kinder’s thoughtprovoking paintings and
(right) the selfexplanatory sign.
This page (clockwise from
the top): entry into Jerusalem on Palm Sunday;
bloodied and bent on the
road to the cross; the
stone rolled back to reveal
the empty tomb
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The best cookery corner

in the South East

Are we nearly there yet?

H

ello May, it’s so
good to see you,
writes
Sam
Gates. My favourite
month of the year has
arrived, stacked with half-term and bank holidays, all
perfect opportunities to crawl out from under our duvets, jettison those muddy wellies and scamper around
the countryside instead. Turn the TV off, put that book
or electronic device down and get out to rediscover
friends, family and the glorious outdoors as it wakes up
from that soggy, endless downpour that called itself the
winter of 2014.
There’s nothing quite as useful as a takeaway
when you’re on the move. And in Africa – where driving vast distances is an integral part of any holiday – it

has become a cuisine in itself. It even has a name,
‘padkos’, which translates wonderfully and literally as
‘road food’ and no adventurous traveller will ever leave
home without it.
We won't be doing quite such marathon journeys
this month, but we’ll still be in the car for a good few
hours, so I’m planning a few treats to fend off a service-station pit stop and those “are we nearly there yet”
moments.
The key to good food on the go is to make it interesting, fresh and tasty, and these delicious pies are
quick to throw together and perfect for munching on as
the fields speed by. Make a batch and pack them
straight from the oven, hot and steaming in tin foil,
which will help them hang on to their warmth and flavour until you can’t resist tucking in.

Sweet leek and cheese pies with thyme
1 medium potato
300 grams finely chopped leeks
2 table spoon sunflower oil
2 cloves garlic, crushed
1 table spoon fresh thyme leaves chopped
salt and pepper
2 tea spoons butter
200 grams cream cheese
1 table spoon chopped chives
1 sheet of ready-rolled of puff pastry
flour

1 beaten egg
sesame seeds
Makes 20-25 small pies

Heat the oven to 170 degrees
Boil the potato for 10 minutes, then peel, dice and
leave to cool. Gently fry the leeks and garlic in the
oil until soft and translucent but not brown.
Add the thyme, salt and pepper and cook gently for
another five minutes, then add the butter and stir
until melted and mixed in. Stir in the cooked, diced
potato; set aside to cool. When it is cool, stir in the
cream cheese and chopped chives.
Flour a surface and lay out the sheet of puff pastry.
Cut the pastry into squares of roughly 8 cms each.
Brush a little water around the edges and put about
a tablespoon of the mixture in the centre.
Make the pies by taking one corner of the pastry to
meet its diagonal opposite and seal the edges to
make a triangular pie. Use a fork to gently press
around the edges and place the pies on a baking
tray lined with greaseproof paper.
Brush the pies with the beaten egg and sprinkle
with sesame seeds, then place in the oven for about
half an hour until the pastry is golden and puffy.
Eat while they are still warm, if you can.
Sam Gates is a writer and marketing consultant
to the food industry. Her first book, Brood Food,
will be published next year

Okay, someone approves
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Ghostly tales
tales among the
the ruins

T

wenty or so years ago, the other half and I were
mooching around the West Country with No
Voice from the Hall by John Harris, a book
about great country houses that had just been left to rot
or pulled down in the 1950s or ’60s.
We found quite a few ruins and had great fun
trespassing and exploring. Yet, judging by the cutting
from Country Life dating from 1897, these pleasant
pastime started a good bit earlier.
“It is curious how often, especially in country
districts, are to be found abodes which look deserted as
well as empty; tenant-less houses which display no bill
‘To Let’ and which appear to have remained unoccupied for many a long year. There is always something
melancholy-looking about an empty house, even if it
be situated in a crowded and common-place street; but
this appearance is intensified in the case of one of
those lonely abodes which the tourist or cyclist so often passes in the course of his country rambles.
“Shadows within and without fall upon the
house, and upon the mind of an imaginative or susceptible intending tenant, as he with difficulty unlocks the
rusty gate. How many years must have elapsed since
the encroaching ivy was trained back from the windows, or the heavy, dark branches of the trees in the
garden pruned away to admit light and air to the house
which they encircle.
“The story whispered in the village about the
average long-tenantless house usually relates to some
tragedy – a murder, a suicide, enacted perhaps within
living memory, has given the house a ‘bad name’ and
made tenants reluctant to occupy it. Some years ago a
house in Hertfordshire was thus deserted, owing to the
murder of an old lady by her insane daughter. Local

tradition pointed to a special window at which the
irresponsible murderess
had stood after the commission of the crime, marking
the panes with her bloodstained fingers; “and they do
say that every evening at the same window . . .”
“It would be easy, sitting alone in a dreary oldfashioned house, to conjure up the vision of that hapless little ‘Button-cap’ who is said to haunt an 18th
century abode in the Midlands; a ‘button-cap’ being a
child heir of Queen Anne’s days, cruelly consigned to
a cheap charity school and ultimately murdered by his
wicked uncle. The victim’s spirit is said to haunt the
scene of its sufferings, sometimes appearing in the
garden and beckoning to some of the children of the
present occupants to play with it; and the child thus
selected never long survives.
“Does the murdered little dunce of the 16th century still wring his hands over the blotted copy-books,
which were found, some years back, under the flooring
of what was once the victim’s nursery? Do the ghosts
of the Babes in the Wood still flit up their wicked uncle’s staircase at midnight?”

New hams and pies

S

o it has been a month of change at the shop.
We seem to be reaping the rewards of having
a cleaner more fluid shop presence. The fresh
fruit and vegetable sales have increased, as has
the bread and the milk since the introduction of
“Goodwood Organic Milk", writes Jo Jazeel, the
village shop’s manager.
We have also introduced a different range
of hams, cheeses, pork pies and deli ranges.
Please give your feedback as it is really important
to us.
Do you know that we offer a loyalty
scheme? Shop with us regularly and for every £5
spent we will fill a square of your card. Fill your
card and you will receive £5 off your next shop.
We look forward to hearing from you.
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First sound of leather on willow
The cricket season has started –
really – and the chairman of
Hambledon Cricket Club, Arthur Blackman, provides
a run-down of what’s happening.
Senior Fixtures
The first game was a non-league Friendly XI on Sunday 13 April at home against Grayswood, who were
the winners. The first league game was due on Sunday
29 April at home against Westcott. Anyone who would
like to play, or help in other ways (for example, making teas or umpiring), please contact the captains.

you can help in anyway, please call Caroline Tristem
(01428 685455).
Fund Raising
We aim to run the “The 200 Club” again in 2014 and
we hope all those who took part in last year’s four
draws will participate again. Please contact Bruce
Sleep (01428 684457).
Should you require any information about the
club, please call club captain Bob Cunningham (07768
374 921), vice captain Mark Burton (07722 752465),
friendly XI captain Peter Woolley (07800 596193),

Juniors We will be running juniors’ coaching
sessions for youngsters aged from seven to 15.
The sessions, which are on the cricket green,
will run as follows
Under 9s and under 11s – Saturday morning
(10.00 to 12 noon) from 12 April to 19 July.
Under 13s and under 15s – Monday evening
(6.30pm to 8.30pm) from 14 April to 21 July.
The juniors team are run by the following
Under 15s – Angus Stovold (07768 721204)
Under 13s – Richard Lott (07966 234545)
Under 11s – Andrew Williams
(awill@aol.com)
Under 9s – James Willoughby (07973 698022)
We need help in running all the junior teams. If
May’s fixture list
Sun. 4

1st. XI League

Cranleigh

A

1.30

Sat. 10

Friendly XI

Kensington CC

H

1.30

st

Sun. 11

1 . XI League

Dorking

A

1.30

Sun.11

Juniors

District Under 15s

H

12.00

Sun. 18

1st. XI League

Abinger

H

1.30

Sat. 24

Friendly XI

Lynchmere

H

1.30

Sun.25

1st.XI League

Graffham

A

1.30

Summer security

A

s the days get longer it becomes more obvious
when people are not at home in the evenings,
writes PCSO Dave Boxall,
Boxall part of Hambledon’s community police team. This is traditionally the most
likely time for burglaries to occur, as most thieves
don’t want to find anyone at home.
Simple precautions deter burglars. If you are
going to be out in the early evenings when your

neighbours are at home, or for a prolonged period of
time, tell your neighbours. Think about leaving a
light on using a timer switch. Keep your garage
doors and side gates locked to make it harder for
anyone to get round the back of your property. Don’t
make it easy for them.
Enton has experienced a spate of shed breaks
recently. Please take steps to secure sheds and
garages. Once again items such as hedge trimmers,
strimmers and garden power tools are being targetted. Mark your property and make sure it stays
where it should, in your shed. To contact me, direct
dial 01483 630086 or mobile 07967 986110.
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Comfortable at a higher level
Two wins on the trot mean that, as the 2013-14 football season draws to a close,
Hambledon’s team has established itself at the highest level in the English game’s
hierarchy at which it has ever played

H

ambledon followed up their good performance against Woking & Horsell with a very
disappointing 4-1 defeat to Ockham. With
numerous players missing, Ollie Molesey and Stu
Parker were handed their first starts of the season. Stu
Cook scored for the Dons but they conceded soft goals
and, with Will Walsh sent off for a push just before
half time, things went from bad to worse.
They looked to bounce straight back when they
welcomed lowly Shalford to Badger Park and the
Dons put on a very good display of attacking football
– the only disappointment was that they did not score
more goals. With Stu Cook in magical form the Shalford defence had no answer with Cookie scoring one
and earning a penalty, which Paul Wicks scuffed
home.
With goalie Lee Gaywood out injured, Will
Grove went between the sticks and was performing
well using his pace to sweep up the long balls over the
top. The Dons were limiting Shalford to efforts from
set pieces and the defence held firm to record its first
clean sheet of the season. Max Dodson made sure of
the points with a great finish from long range after a
defensive mix up to score against his old club.
Like a seasoned pro
Hambledon then travelled to face old rivals Millmead
at Surrey Sports Park. With Lee Gaywood still injured,
Nathan Dear was given a debut in the first team and
looked like a seasoned pro despite his young age. It
was a contest
between against
two
evenlymatched sides.
Hambledon
struggled in the
first half to
make
their
passes and both
teams were restricted to a
handful
of
chances.
Hambledon
had the break
through in the
second half after
a great run from
Barry Kerr enabled
Max
Stu Cook – in magical form
Dodson to beat

the keeper to the ball. His shot looked to be heading
over the line but Will Grove made sure, smashing
home from two yards. It was a pleasing win and Hambledon looked to have finally found their intermediate
feet and have moved to a comfortable mid-table position at a higher level of football than they have ever
played before.
The Dons then welcomed title hopefuls Laleham
to Badger Park. The visitors were pumped up and desperate for the three points but Hambledon had other
ideas – they settled well, played some great football
and took the lead with arguably the best goal of their
season. Neil Evans showed great composure at the
back, bringing the ball down and passing to Will
Grove, his flick found Stu Cook, who lifted the ball
over the keeper into the top corner.
Threw the kitchen sink
Hambledon were keeping the dangerous strikers at bay
but the game was being played at a very fast pace and
the Dons took their slender 1-0 victory into the break.
The second half has a different story, Hambledon
struggled up the hill and Laleham threw the kitchen
sink at them. They were soon level when a cross was
powerfully headed home, despite Lee Gaywood getting a hand to the ball. Laleham had the lead when
their striker put a free kick into the top corner from the
byline. The Dons were pushing to get back into the
game and the boss, Carlo Moriano, made a triple substitution with Paul Wicks, Will Shackleton and Jake
Stephens (making his debut). Jake almost made an
instant impact but his ball into the box just escaped
Will Grove.
Laleham then made sure of the points from a
corner when their big striker headed home. They had a
fourth at the death, though 4-1 was harsh on the Dons
who pushed the title hopefuls all the way.
The Reserves still had an outside chance of promotion to the premier league or even the division title,
especially after a 5-0 win against Windlesham with
Dom Piatek (2), Omari Courtis (2) and Myles GoldenOliver on the score sheet.
However their hopes were dealt a massive blow
by Tongham, suffering a narrow 3-2 defeat away with
Dom Piatek and captain Luke Winter on the score
sheet. This was followed by a 2-2 draw with goals
from Andy Parkin and Kuda Kamato.
With three very tough games to come, the second
XI are still hoping to take a promotion slot in what has
been an excellent season for the new team led by Tom
Piatek and Gary Dear.
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Puzzle Page
Crossword
ACROSS
1 Rope-pulling contest (3-2-3)
6 ___ on, show excessive love
for (4)
9 Having negative qualities (3)
11 Classic Disney deer cartoon (5)
12 Pointed tower (5)
13 Word expressing denial (3)
14 School’s occasion for
visitors (4,3)
15 Married woman’s title (3)
19 Tightly stretched (5)
21 First name of the English
composer Vaughan Williams (5)
22 Hasten (a horse) (3)
23 Eye inflammation (4)
24 Conveyed under guard (8)

DOWN
1 Punch and Judy’s dog (4)
2 Wild animals hunted for
sport (4)
3 Tossing (a coin) (8)
4 People missing from
school or work (9)
5 Rhythmic monologue
to music (3)
7 Working cattle (4)
8 Act of going out (4)
10 Surname of The Aviator star
Leonardo (8)
15 Single woman’s title (4)
16 Support, prop (4)
17 Result of overproduction (4)
18 Outhouse (4)
20 Understand (3)

Word Search

Maze



Matthias – the last apostle
What made him unique as an apostle?
He was the only one not to be chosen by
Jesus in the flesh.
After betraying Jesus, Judas had
committed suicide, leaving only 11
apostles. A new one had to be chosen. To be
an apostle, you had to have
followed Jesus from the Baptism to the
Ascension, and also witnessed the
Resurrection. In the event, the choice fell to
 one of two: Joseph Barsabas and Matthias.
The 11 apostles prayed for guidance, lots
were drawn, and Matthias was chosen. Matthias is thought to have ministered in Cappadocia and even Ethiopia. His story is found
in Acts 1: 15 – 26. His feast day is 14th May.

Easy

Sudoku

Intermediate

Answers to all puzzles on page 26
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Spring – or a sting in the tail?
Be Nice to Nettles Week is 14-25 May. Most are familiar with the nettle and its sting, to
many a troublesome weed to be eradicated wherever found. This view is only recent.
The nettle plays an important role in the natural world, for butterflies and good insects.

M

ay is a colourful and busy month; full of
sowing and planting, but also protecting if
nights are cold.
Perennials, annuals and bulbs: Deadhead
bulbs and don’t be tempted to tie up or cut down their
foliage, let them die down naturally. Garden centres
should have a good selection of bedding varieties to
choose from; it’s easy to be tempted by colourful flowers, but always choose those still in bud for a better
display; there is no guarantee that the plants have been
hardened off, so gradually introduce them outside in
the daytime and bring them in at night for a couple of
weeks before planting them out. Plant up hanging baskets and pots, using a good compost and slow-release
fertilizer. Buy wisterias in flower, as a common complaint is that some new plants refuse to flower.
Plant dahlias outside once the danger of frost is
passed, which is usually later in May; most varieties
need a sturdy stake to support them and will benefit
from having the planting hole improved with fertilizer
and organic matter, such as garden compost. Sweetpeas should be growing strongly now; to encourage
bigger and more flowers, cut back side shoot and remove tendrils; some early buds may drop off, this is
due to cold weather and does no lasting damage.
Sow biennials for next year’s plants, such as violas, pansies, wallflowers, bellis and sweet Williams in
a coldframe, ready for planting out in the autumn.
Check over lilies and fritillaries for the bright-red lily
beetle and its black slimy larvae. Vine weevils become
active this month with rising temperature, so watch out
for plants suddenly drooping for no obvious reason, it
could be because the white grubs are eating the roots.
Consider planting penstemons and should flower
from June until the frost; some reliable varieties are
Garnet and Hidcote Pink; grow them in a sunny spot in
well-drained soil; many varieties flower in two
flushes, so deadhead after the first flowering; propagate by taking cuttings during June and July in case
they die over winter. Later in the month some perennials can be given the Chelsea chop, by cutting the new
growth back by one third to one half; this promotes
growth and keeps the plants neater and shorter. Give
container plants a balanced liquid feed every two to
four weeks to promote healthy growth.
Shrubs and trees: prune spring-flowering
shrubs after flowering; cut back Choisya to promote a
second flush in autumn. Regularly tie in climbers to
their supports as new growth extends. Remove any
black looking buds (bud blast) from rhododendrons;
this is a fungal disease. Prune spring-flowering shrubs

The Garden

in May

after flowering; cut back Choisya to promote a second
flush in autumn. Look out for back spot on roses,
which can be treated with systemic fungicide. Prune
evergreen hedges, such as lonicera, box and yew; it’s
illegal to disturb nesting birds, so be sure to check the
hedges for signs of nests before you start the job.
Veg and fruit: Veg to sow outdoors: beetroot,
carrot, chicory, salads, spring onion. Plant outdoors
when frost has passed, which may be late May: beans,
sweetcorn, celery, courgettes, pumpkins and tomatoes
To utilize space in the veg patch sow quick-growing
crops, such as salads, between slower-growing ones,
such as brassicas, while these are establishing.
Protect crops from the carrot fly with insectproof mesh or fleece, securing it well by pushing the
edges into the soil. Watch out for the colourful asparagus beetles with their yellow markings and their dull
coloured larvae. Cover potatoes with fleece when a
late frost looks likely and earth them up by covering
the emerging leaves with soil; this helps to prevent
light reaching the developing tubers as they turn green
when they are too near the surface; through the increase in chlorophyll it gives those potatoes a high
level of toxins, so we should not eat them.
Courgettes are very sensitive to frost, so sow the
seed no more than four weeks before it is safe to plant
them outside, so early May should be fine; prepare
planting holes ideally 50cm wide and deep; half fill
with fresh grass mowings, tread down well and continue filling with earth and compost; this mixture will
help to preserve moisture.
One of the best ways to avoid maggoty apples is
to put up a coddling moth trap, which uses the pheromone scent of the female moths to attract and kill male
moths; same can be done for plums trees, using a
pheromone suitable for plums. In April and early May
is the time to put up raspberry beetle pheromone traps;
– well worth doing as it reduces the fruit damage by
larvae; traps are available from Gardening-Naturally.
Lawn: the grass grows strongly in this weather,
so cut once a week as even the best mowers struggle
with longer grass. Apply a high nitrogen lawn feed.
Greenhouse: It can be surprising how hot and
dry the greenhouse can get on a sunny May day, so
check regularly and give plants a good soak; wetting
the floor is a useful way of cooling the temperature
and increasing humidity; open the vents and door to
help release the hot air.
Pond: Remove blanket weed as this sludgy
green goop multiplies seemingly overnight at this time
of year; scoop out regularly.
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The power of prayer
GOD
IN THE
For 2014 the Rev Michael Burgess is surveying works of sacred art from the
Rijksmuseum in Amsterdam. This month, a famous prayer bead

T

his month’s artwork from the Rijksmuseum is
an unusual, intricate carving no bigger than a
ping pong ball. It is a prayer bead made out of
boxwood and hinged to open and reveal two scenes of
the road to Calvary and the Crucifixion.
Readers can Google ‘Prayerbead/Rijksmuseum’
and then click on Images to see the inner glories of this
prayer bead. It is a 16th century miracle of Dutch carving, which would have needed very fine tools and a
magnifying glass to carry out the detailed work.
The prayer bead would have been worn on a belt
or cincture and used as an aid to prayer: something to
focus on as we might use a rosary, or icons, or candles.
The person praying would simply have held the bead
or opened it to contemplate the scenes within.
The New Testament invites us to prayer without
ceasing, and that demands focus and attention. John
Betjeman has a wonderful poem, In Westminster Abbey, which tells of an elegant woman who pops into
the abbey in the course of a busy social life to enjoy a
few quiet words with
God. But her prayers
are wholly self-centred
for the petitions trip
lightly off her tongue.
She ends by telling God
that it has been a treat
to hear his word, but
she has never stopped
speaking to hear that
word, so concerned has
she been with her own
life and safety.

ARTS

world and ourselves to God.
Holding the prayer bead in the hand is a reminder of that beautiful image in Mother Julian’s
Revelations of Divine Love. In chapter 5 she describes
how God “showed me a little thing, the size of a hazelnut, on the palm of my hand, round like a ball. I
looked at it thoughtfully and wondered, ‘What is this?’
And the answer came, ‘It is all that is made. It exists,
both now and for ever, because God loves it’.”
In prayer we hold the world in our hands like the
bead, aware of its needs and our own needs. Our
prayer is that God, who made this world and loves it,
will hold and cradle it in his gentle, sustaining hands
just as we pray that he will hold our lives and all
whom we love in that enfolding care.
In our prayer we open ourselves to God’s presence to say: Here, Father, are our concerns: keep them
in your love. Here, Father, are our needs: unite them
with your will. Here, Father, are our lives: use them in
your service.

Sacrificial offering
When our Lord taught
his disciples to pray, he
was not encouraging
them to behave in such
a frivolous and lighthearted manner. The
work, the skill, the artistry that went into the
making of this 16th
century prayer bead
says that prayer itself is
that kind of sacrificial
offering. It is our offering of time and attention to God, and it is
the offering of this
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